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We generalize Lemmas 7.3]7.7 from the Odd Order paper. Those lemmas we
extend from p-solvable groups to p-separable groups, where p is an arbitrary set
 4of primes. Note that even in the case p s p some of our results present proper
generalizations. In some proofs we use the solvability of groups of odd order in the
< < .case p - 3 our results do not depend on the solvability of groups of odd order .
 .We give also very short and, sometimes, new proofs of some related known
results, for example, Thompson's A = B-Lemma. Corollary 3 extends Lemma 8.2
 .of W. Feit and J. G. Thompson Pacific J. Math. 13, 1963, 775]1029 from
p-groups to solvable groups. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Let A be a subgroup of a finite group G and let
 4I A s B F G A F N B and A l B s 1 . .  . 4G
 . w xGenerally speaking, I A is not a lattice. Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 from FT
 .show that under appropriate conditions I A is a lattice. In this note we
offer a generalization of those lemmas. Our proof is simpler than the
 .original ones see the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 7.4 . We also
w x xextend FT , Lemmas 7.5]7.7 to p-separable groups.
We consider only finite groups.
In what follows p is a set of prime numbers and p, q are prime divisors
< <of G .
w xA group G is said to be p-separable H if G has a subnormal series
 4G s G ) G ) ??? ) G s 10 1 r
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such that G rG is either a p-group or a p 9-group. Obviously, subgroupsiy1 i
and epimorphic images of p-separable groups are p-separable. A p-
  ..separable group contains p- and p 9-Hall subgroups Lemma 1 a . Note,
w xthat G is p-separable if and only if it is p 9-separable. It follows from FT
that p-separable groups are p- or p 9-solvable. Furthermore, all maximal
 4   .p j p subgroups of p-separable groups are conjugate Lemma 1 b ; the
w x.proof of this assertion uses the solvability of groups of odd order FT .
 .   . < 4Let I A, p 9 s B g I A B is a p 9-subgroup .
First we prove the following generalization of Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4.
THEOREM. Suppose that H is a p-Hall subgroup of a group G and A 1 H
}
 .such that C A F A. ThenH
 .  4  .  .a If p s p then I A contains only p9-subgroups, i.e,. I A s
 .I A, p9 .
 .  .b If in addition, G is p-separable, then I A, p 9 is a lattice whose
 .  4  .maximal element is O G . In particular, if p s p then I A is a latticep 9
 .whose maximal element is O G .p9
Remark. Let H and A be as in the theorem. Then A does not
necessarily contain a normal abelian selfcentralizer of H indeed, if A is a
noncyclic subgroup of index 2 in H, where H is a dihedral 2-group of
order at least 16, and B is an abelian normal subgroup of H such that
 .  . < < .C B s B, then C A F A, H : B s 2 so that B Fu A . Therefore, theH H
w xtheorem is a proper generalization of FT, Lemma 7.3 and Lemma 7.4 .
 . < <Note that part a of the theorem is not true in general for p ) 1.
 w x  .  . w x  ..Lemma 1 is known see H for a , b and HH for c but we present
its proof for the convenience of the reader.
If H is a maximal p-subgroup of G and all maximal p-subgroups of G
are conjugate, then H is a p-Hall subgroup of G.
LEMMA 1. Let G be a p-separable group. Then
 .a All maximal p-subgroups of G are conjugate.
 .b If q g p 9, then all maximal p j q-subgroups of G are conjugate.
 .  w x w  .x .  .  4c Compare with I or S, 4.5.16 . If O G s 1 , thenp 9
  ..  .C O G F O G .G p p
 .  w  .x .d Compare with S, 4.5.14 . If H is a p-Hall subgroup of G, then
Z H O G rO G F Z O G rO G . .  .  .  .  . .p 9 p 9 p 9 , p p 9
Proof. Suppose that the lemma is true for all proper subgroups and
epimorphic images of G. Let R be a minimal normal subroup of G. Then
R is a p- or p 9-subgroup.
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 .a Let H and F be maximal p-Hall subgroups of G. If R is a
p-subgroup, then R F H l F. By induction, HrR and FrR are conjugate
in GrR so that H and F are conjugate in G. In what follows, we may
 .  4assume that O G s 1 . Then R is a p 9-subgroup. By induction, allp
maximal p-subgroups of GrR are conjugate. Since HRrR and FRrR
are p-subgroups it follows that HRrR F H rR, FRrR F F rR, where1 1
H rR and F rR are conjugate p-Hall subgroups of GrR. By the Schur]1 1
w xZassenhaus Theorem and FT , all maximal p-subgroups are conjugate
in H and F , respectively. Therefore by assumption, H rR s HRrR,1 1 1
F rR s FRrR. To prove that H and F are conjugate in G, we may1
assume that H s F . Then H and F are conjugate in H by the Schur]1 1 1
w xZassenhaus Theorem and FT .
 .  4b Let H and F be maximal p j q -Hall subgroups of G. If R is a
 4   4.  .p j q - or p j q 9-subgroup, the result follows as in a . Therefore we
 . < <may assume that p R , the set of all prime divisors of R , contains q and
 4intersects p 9 y q nontrivially. In particular, R is nonsolvable. Therefore
w x w xby FT , G is p-solvable, and H, Theorem D5 implies the result.
 .   ..  .  .c Suppose that C O G Fu O G . Let KrO G be a minimalG p p p
 .   ..  .  .normal subgroup of GrO G , contained in C O G O G rO G . Byp G p p p
 .assumption, KrO G is a p 9-subgroup. Let T be a p 9-Hall subgroup ofp
  ..  .  .K T exists by a . Then K s TO G s T = O G . Since T is a charac-p p
 .  4teristic in K it is normal in G. Therefore T F O G s 1 }a contradic-p 9
tion.
 .  .  4d Without loss of generality we may assume that O G s 1 .p 9
 .  .  .   ..   ..Since O G F H then by c , Z H F C O G s Z O G .p G p p
< < w xIt is known that in the case p - 3, Lemma 1 does not depend on FT .
 .Remark. The following generalization of Lemma 1 c holds: If G is an
 .  4   ..arbitrary group such that O G s 1 and C O G is p-separable,p 9 G p
  ..  .then C O G F O G .G p p
w xTo prove the theorem, we need the following analog of FT, 3.10 .
LEMMA 2. Suppose that H is a p-Hall subgroup of G. If A is a normal
 .  .  .   ..subgroup of H such that C A F A, then C A s Z A = O C A .H G p 9 G
  .:  .Proof. In view of H, C A F N A we may assume, without loss ofG G
 .  .generality, that N A s G, i.e., A 1 G. Then C A 1 G so that H lG G} }
 .  .  .  .C A is a p-Hall subgroup of C A . Since H l C A s C A sG G G H
 .   ..  .  .   ..Z A F Z C A , it follows that C A s Z A m O C A by Burn-G G p 9 G
side's normal p-complement theorem.
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Note that in Lemma 2, A is not necessarily abelian.
 .  .  .Proof of the Theorem. a Let B g I A and A F P g Syl AB .0 p
 .It follows from B 1 AB that B l P g Syl B and A normalizes B l P .0 p 0}
 .   ..  .By Lemma 2, Z A g Syl C A so that C A F A, and hencep G P0
 .  4C A s 1 . It follows from the basic properties of p-groups thatB l P0
 4B l P s 1 , i.e., B is a p9-subgroup.0
 .  .  4  4b We may assume that O G s 1 and G ) 1 ; then by assump-p 9
 .tion and Lemma 1 c ,
 4O G ) 1 and C O G F O G . 1 .  .  .  . .p G p p
 .  4We have to prove that I A, p 9 s 1 . Suppose that there exists a
 4  .p 9-subgroup L ) 1 that centralizes A. Put X s O G LA. Obviously,p
 .O G A and L are p- and p 9-Hall subgroups of X, respectively. It followsp
 .   . :  .from N A G O G , A, L s X that A 1 X. Hence C A 1 X. ByX p X }
 .  .   ..   ..Lemma 2, C A s Z A = O C A . Therefore L s O C A .X p 9 X p 9 X
 .Since L is a characteristic subgroup of C A we obtain L 1 X. ThenX }
  ..  4  .L F C O G , and L s 1 by 1 }a contradiction. Thus by Lemma 2,X p
C A s Z A . 2 .  .  .G
 .Let a nonidentity subgroup B g I A, p 9 be such that every nontrivial
 . w  . xsubgroup of B is not contained in I A . It follows from S, 4.4.19 , p. 71
 .  .see also Corollary 4 below , and 2 that B is an elementary abelian
q-subgroup, where q g p 9, and A acts on B irreducibly. In particular, A
 .  .  .is maximal in M [ AB. Put Y s O G BA s O G M. Then O G Ap p p
 .is a p-Hall subgroup of Y and, since O G A F H, we obtain M lp
 .  .O G A s A 1 O G A. Therefore,p p}
M s M y s M y G A. 3 .F FY
ygY  .ygO G Ap
 .Since A is maximal in M, then M s A or M. It follows from 2 thatY
A 1r AB s M. Therefore M s M, i.e., M 1 Y. Since B is a characteristicY} }
 .  4subgroup of M then B 1 Y. It follows from B l O G s 1 that B Fp}
  ..  .  .  4  .  44C O G , contradicting 1 . Thus if O G s 1 , then I A, p 9 s 1 .G p p 9
 .  .It follows that O G contains all elements of the set I A, p 9 .p 9
 .If B, C g I A, p 9 , then by what was proved before,
 :  : 4A l B , C F A l O G s 1 and A F N B , C , .  .p 9 G
 :  .  .  .and hence B, C g I A, p 9 . Similarly, B l C g I A, p 9 . Thus, I A, p 9
 .is a lattice whose maximal element is O G .p 9
 4  .  .  .If in addition, p s p , then I A s I A, p 9 by a , and the proof is
complete.
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 .It follows from the proof of part b of the Theorem the following result:
 .COROLLARY 1. Let A be a subgroup of a group H such that C A F A.H
Suppose that a group B acts on H and that B centralizes A. If
 < < <   .. <.  4   ..  .B , N C B s 1 and B l H s 1 , then N C B s C B . InH H H H H
particular, if H is nilpotent or A 1 H, then B centralizes H.
}
Proof. Let G be a semidirect product of H and B compatible with the
 .  .  .given action of B on H. Set X [ C B obviously, A F X , Y s N X .H H
Then Y is B-invariant. Set L [ BY, M [ BX s B = X. It follows from
 .  :M l Y s X 1 Y that N X G B, Y s L, and so X 1 L. It followsL} }
 .  .  . from C X F C A F C A F A F X and Lemma 2 recall that YY Y H
.  .  .  .is a Hall subgroup of L that C X s Z X = B. Since C X 1 L andL L
 .B is characteristic in C X , B 1 L. Therefore L s B = Y so thatL }
 .  .  .N X s Y F C B s X and N X s X. If H is nilpotent, thenH H H
 .H s X s C B so that B centralizes H. Suppose that A 1 H. ThenH }
 .  .  .C A s Z A = B by Lemma 2. Since B is characteristic in C A 1G G }
G, we have B 1 G, and B centralizes H.
 < < < <.   ..Let A, H, B be as in Corollary 1 and B , H s 1. Then N C B sH H
 .  wC B . Note that A is not necessarily normal in H compare with S,H
x.4.1.16 .
Note that in Corollary 1, H is not necessarily a Hall subgroup of G.
 wObviously, Thompson's A = B-Lemma follows from Corollary 1 see S, p.
x.9 .
Remark. Let A be a p 9-group, and let B be a p-group. Suppose that
 .the direct product A = B acts on a p-group P. If A centralizes C B ,P
  ..  .then N C A s C A . Let us prove this generalization of Thomp-PB PB PB
son's A = B-Lemma. Consider the semidirect product G of P and A = B.
Set H s PB in G. Obviously, the p 9-group A acts on the p-group H. Set
 .  .  .  .  .U s C B B. Then, we have C U F C B F N B s C B B s UP H H H P
 .  .  .   ..and C A s BC A G C B B s U. By Corollary 1, N C A sH P P H H
 .C A .H
 w  .x.COROLLARY 2 compare with S, 4.5.18 . Let P be a p-subgroup of a
 .  4   ..  .p-separable group G, O G s 1 . Set U \ O C P , H \ PO G ,p 9 p 9 G p
 .  .P [ C U . Then N P s P . In particular, if H is nilpotent, then0 H H 0 0
 4U s 1 .
 .Proof. Set M s P C P . Obviously, P F P and U normalizes H,0 H 0 0
 .  .P , and M. It follows from P F P that U F C P F C P . Since0 0 G 0 G
  ..  .   ..O C P s U F C P if follows that U F O C P . Set L [p 9 G G 0 p 9 G 0
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w  . x  .  .C P , U . Since U normalizes C P , we have L F C P . It followsH 0 H 0 H 0
 .  .from C P F C P thatH 0 G 0
L F C P , U s C P , O C P F O C P . .  .  .  . .  .G 0 G 0 p 9 G 0 p 9 G 0
 .   ..  4  <  . < <   . <.Thus, L F C P l O C P s 1 since C P , O C P sH 0 p 9 G 0 H 0 p 9 G 0
 .  .1. This means that U centralizes P C P sM. In particular, P C P s0 H 0 0 H 0
 .  .M F C U s P so that M s P and C P F P . Therefore, by Corol-H 0 0 H 0 0
 .lary 1, N P s P .H 0 0
 .Suppose that H is nilpotent. Then P sH so that U centralizes C U s0 H
 .  4  .P s H. In particular, U centralizes O G so that U s 1 by Lemma 1 c .0 p
 w x.COROLLARY 3 compare with FT, Lemma 8.2 . A sol¨ able group G
contains a characteristic subgroup B which satisfies the following conditions:
 .a B is nilpotent of class at most two.
 .  .b Z B is a maximal characteristic abelian subgroup of G.
 .  .  .c BrZ B is generated by all minimal normal subgroups of GrZ G
  ..  .that are contained in C Z B rZ B .G
 .  .  . .d C B s Z B F B .G
 .  . < <e Let s g Aut G and the order of s is coprime with B . If
 .s x s x for any x g B, then s s id.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that G is nonabelian.
Let A be a maximal characteristic abelian subgroup of G. Since the socle
 4of G is a nonidentity characteristic abelian subgroup of G, A ) 1 . If
 .  .  .C A s A, then B [ A satisfies conditions a ] d .G
 .Suppose that C A ) A. LetG
BrA s RrA RrA is a minimal normal subgroup of GrA,
:RrA F C A rA . .G
Obviously, B is characteristic in G since BrA is the intersection of
 . .C A rA and the socle of GrA, that are characteristic in GrA . SinceG
 .  .Z B G A and Z B is a characteristic abelian subgroup of G then, by the
 .choice of A, Z B s A. Since BrA is abelian, B is nilpotent of class two.
 .  .  . .Suppose that C B Fu B. Obviously, C B l B s Z B s A . Let LrAG G
 .be a minimal normal subgroup of GrA that is contained in C B rA.G
 .  ..Since L F C B F C A then, by construction of B, L F B. ThenG G
 .  .L F B l C B s Z B s A - L}a contradiction. Thus, assertionsG
 .  .a ] d are proved.
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 .Let s be as in e . Let W be the natural semidirect product of G and
 :  .  .s . Obviously, W is solvable. By d and the Theorem, s g O W ,p 9
 < <.  .  .  4where p s p B . It follows from d that O W l G s 1 . Hence,p 9
w x w  . x  4s , G F O W , G s 1 so that s s id.p 9
Let s be an automorphism of a solvable group G such that
  . <  . <.  .  .  .o s , F G s 1, and s x s x for all x g F G , where F G is the
 .Fitting subgroup of G. Then s s id Corollary 3 .
w xSome results of FT, Sect. 7 hold for p-separable groups as well. Below
w xwe extend FT, Lemmas 7.4]7.7 to p-separable groups.
PROPOSITION 1. Let p s s j t , s l t s B and let G be a s- and
p-separable group. Suppose that H and H are p-Hall subgroups of G. Then1
 .  .B [ O H l H F O H .s 1 s
 .  .  4Proof. i Suppose that R [ O G ) 1 .p 9
 .By induction, BRrR F TrR [ O HRrR . It follows from T 1 HRs }
that H l T is a s-Hall subgroup of T and H l T 1 H. It follows that
}
 .  .H l T s O H so that B F H l T s O H .s s
 .  4In what follows, we assume that O G s 1 .p 9
 .  .  4ii Suppose that L [ O G ) 1 .s
 .  .  .Then by induction, BLrL F O HLrL s O HrL hence B F O H .s s s
 .  4  .In what follows, we assume that O G s 1 . It follows from O G ss p 9
 4  .  4  .   . .1 that O G s 1 s O G recall that O G is s-separable .s jp 9 t 9 s jp 9
 .  4  .  4   ..It follows from O G ) 1 that O G ) 1 so that by Lemma 1 c wep t
  ..  .  .  .  .have C O G F O G . Since O G F O H l O H , we haveG t t t t 1 t
 .  .  4  .  4  4O H s O H s 1 so that B F O H s 1 . Thus, B s 1 ss s 1 s 1
 .O H .s
Note that if s : p , a p-separable group is not necessarily s-separable.
 .Let H be a p-Hall subgroup of G. Denote by S H the set of all
< <p-separable subgroups M of G such that H F M, M : H is a prime
 .  .  w x.power, and l M F 2, where l M is the p-length of M see HH . Setp p
 .  <  .:G H s M M g S H . Note that if G is p-separable of p-length at
 .least 3 and T g S H , then T 1u G.
}
PROPOSITION 2. If H is a p-Hall subgroup of a p-separable group G, then
 .G H s G.
 .  4Proof. It suffices to prove that G H contains a p j q -Hall subgroup
< < <of G for arbitrary prime number q G : H . Therefore we may assume
 4  .without loss of generality that G is a p j q -group and l G ) 2.p
 .Furthermore, we may assume that G H contains every proper subgroup
 .  .  .L of G such that H F L. It follows from L g S H that O G L g S H .q
 .  4Therefore, we may assume, without loss of generality, that O G s 1 .q
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  . .  .  .It follows from l O G H F 2 that O G H g S H , and sop p , q, p p , q, p
 .  .  .O G F G H . It follows from l G ) 2 that a p-Hall subgroup isp , q, p p
 .   . .  .not normal in O G otherwise l G s 1 . Since H l O G is ap , q, p p p , q, p
 ..   ..p-Hall subgroup of O G , we have H F N H l O G - G sop , q, p G p , q, p
  ..  .  .that by induction, N H l O G F G H . By Lemma 1 a and Frat-G p , q, p
tini's Lemma,
G s N H l O G O G F G H , .  .  . .G p , q , p p , q , p
completing the proof.
Remark. Omitting in Proposition 2 the demand of p-separability of G,
 .we are able to prove that G H contains all the p-separable subgroups of
  . .G that contain H but in that case G H is not necessarily p-separable .
PROPOSITION 3. Let H be a p-Hall subgroup of a group G and M, N two
 . .subgroups of G that contain H. Suppose that X s X l M X l N for all
 .  .X g S H . If H F R F G and R is p-separable, then R s R l M R l
.N . In particular, if G is p-separable, then G s MN.
Proof. Let H - R F G and let R be p-separable.
First suppose that for every proper subgroup R of R such that H F R ,1 1
 . .  . .we have R s R l M R l N . We claim that R s R l M R l N .1 1 1
< < <  .  4Let a prime q R : H . By Lemma 1 b , there exists a p j q -Hall
 .  4subgroup T of R l M l N. By Lemma 1 b , there exists a p j q -Hall1
 .subgroup T of R that contains T . We next show that T s T l M T l1
.N .
 .If T - R, this is the case by the choice of R. Let T s R. If T g S H ,
 .this is the case by hypothesis, so that we may assume that l T G 3. Itp
  ..  .follows from l HO T - 3 that HO T - T s R, whence H Fp p , q, p p , q, p
  .. L [ N H l O T - T s R the inclusion is strong since H lT p , q, p
 .  ..  . O T 1 Ou T , hence by the choice of R s T , we have L s Lp , q, p p , q, p}
. .  .  .l M L l N . Set K [ HO T s HO T . It follows from K gp , q, p p , q
 .  . .  .S H that K s K l M K l N . By Lemma 1 a and Frattini's Lemma,
T s N H l O T O T s LO T .  .  . .T p , q , p p , q , p p , q , p
s L ? HO T s LK s KL. .p , q , p
 .It follows from K s HO T thatp , q
T s HO T L l M L l N s H L l M O T L l N .  .  .  .  .  .p , q p , q
s L l M O T L l N . .  .  .p , q
 .  . .It follows from O T F K s K l M K l N thatp , q
T : L l M K l M ? K l N L l N : T l M T l N : T , .  .  .  .  .  .
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and hence
T s T l M T l N . 4 .  .  .
 . .It remains to prove that R s R l M R l N . By what was proved, we
< <may assume that R : H is not a prime power.
< < <For every prime q R : H , choose T and T as before. It follows from1
 .4 that
< < < <T l M T l Nq q
< < < <R s T s .q q < <T l M l N q
< < < < < < < <Obviously, T l M F R l M and T l N F R l N . By the choiceq q q q
< < < <of T , R l M l N s T l M l N . Therefore,q q
< < < < < < < <R l M R l N T l M T l Nq q q q
< <R l M R l N s G s R .  . q q< < < <R l M l N T l M l Nq q
< < < . . < < <for all primes q that divide R : H . This yields R l M R l N s R so
 . .that R s R l M R l N . Thus, every p-separable subgroup R of G
 . .that contains H admits the factorization R s R l M R l N . In partic-
ular, if G is p-separable, then G s MN.
Propositions 1, 2, and 3 generalize Lemma 7.5, Lemma 7.6, and Lemma
w x7.7 of FT , respectively.
Of course, the proofs of the Theorem and Propositions 1]3 follow
w xclosely the proofs of FT, Lemmas 7.4]7.7 , respectively.
 . Remarks. 1 It is not correct to assert in the proof of FT, Lemma
x  . .  w x.7.7 that L s L l M L l N see FT, p. 794, lines 7]8 . To justify that
assertion one must change the conclusion of that Lemma as in our
Proposition 3.
 .  .  .  .2 Let G be a p-separable group. Set O G s O G = O G .p=p 9 p p 9
Then
C O G F C O G l C O G .  .  . .  .  .G p=p 9 G p G p 9
F O G l O G s O G . 5 .  .  .  .p 9 , p p , p 9 p=p 9
 .  .  .Obviously, Lemma 1 c follows from 5 . Suppose that O G F H 1p=p 9 }
 .G and M 1 G is such that M F H and C M F M. We claim thatH}
 .  .  .C M F M. Suppose that C M Fu M. Then C M Fu H. By as-G G G
 .  .  .   ..  .sumption, C M l H s C M s Z M F Z C M . Let LrZ M beG H G
 .  .a minimal normal subgroup of GrZ M that is contained in C M rG
 .  .  .Z M . Then LrZ M is a p- or p 9-group. In any case L s O L =p
 .  .O L F O G F H}a contradiction. The result proved togetherp 9 p=p 9
w xwith FT, Lemma 8.2 implies Corollary 3.
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 .It follows from Remark 2 and Corollary 3 the following
PROPOSITION 4. A p-sol¨ able group G contains a characteristic subgroup
B such that
 .  .  .  .a B s O B = O G , O B is nilpotent of class at most two;p p 9 p
 .  .b C B F B;G
 .  .c if s g Aut G , the orders of s and G are coprime and s lea¨es
e¨ery element of B in¨ariant, then s s id.
It is interesting to note that we do not use the Three Subgroup Lemma
 win the proofs of Corollaries 1]4 compare wtih S, Sects. 4.1, 4.5; FT,
x.Lemma 8.2 . But in many cases this lemma is indispensable as the
following shows
 w x.Proposition 5 Thompson; see Hu, Satz 3.13.6 . Let a group A act
w xon a p-group P in such a way that P, A s P and A centralizes all
characteristic abelian subgroups of P. Then P is of class two. If in
< <addition, p ¦ A , then P is special.
Proof. Let L be a characteristic abelian subgroup of P. By assumption,
w x  4 w x w xL, A, P s 1 s P, L, A . By the Three Subgroup Lemma, A, P, L s
 4 w x w x  .1 . Since A, P, L s P, L we obtain L F Z P . Thus,
 .  .i All characteristic abelian subgroups of P are contained in Z P .
 .  . Suppose that cl P s c ) 2. Set T s K P we retain the notationcy1
w x  . w x .  .from Hu ; here K G s G, . . . , G , i times . It follows from 2 c y 1 G ci
w x  .  .  4q 1 that T , T F K P F K P s 1 , and hence T is a character-2 cy2 cq1
 .  .istic abelian subgroup of P. It follows from i that T F Z P , contradict-
 .ing cl P s c. Since P is nonabelian, we have
 .  .ii cl P s 2.
< <In what follows, we assume that p ¦ A .
 .  .  .It follows from i and ii that P9 F Z P . Set P s PrP9. By assump-
w x tion, P, A s P so that A acts on P without fixed points Fitting's
. w  . x  4  .Lemma . It follows from Z P , A s 1 that Z P F P9. Thus,
 .  .iii P9 s Z P .
 .  .  .  .It follows from ii that exp P9 Fexp PrP9 . Suppose that exp PrP9 s
pm ) p. Then 2m y 2 G m. Therefore, for x, y g P we have
2 my2my1 my1 2 my2pp p pw xx , y s x , y s x , y s 1,
my 1  p my 1 < :so that p P s x x g P is an abelian characteristic subgroup of
 . my 1  .  . my 1P. By i , p P F Z P s P9 so that exp PrP9 F p }a contradic-
 .  .  .tion. Thus, exp PrP9 s p so that Z P s P9 s F P , and P is special.
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 w x.COROLLARY 4 Hall and Higman HH, Theorem C . Let a p 9-group Q
act on a p-group G, R F Q, and R act on G nontri¨ ially. Suppose that R acts
tri¨ ially on all proper Q-in¨ariant subgroups of G. Then G is an elementary
 .abelian or special p-group for some p g p . The group R acts on F G
 .tri¨ ially, and the group Q acts on GrF G irreducibly.
Proof. Let W be the natural semidirect product of Q and G. Then W
 .  4is p 9-separable. By Lemma 1 b , W contains a p 9 j p -Hall subgroup Hp
for every p g p such that Q - H . The intersection G l H is a Q-p p
invariant Sylow p-subgroup of G. By hypothesis, we may assume that R
does not centralize G l H for some p so that G is a p-group. Withoutp
loss of generality, we may assume that R 1 Q.
}
w x  .By Hall's Theorem Hu, Satz 3.3.18 and assumption, R acts on GrF G
w x  .nontrivially, i.e., R, G Fu F G . Hence, by assumption and Maschke's
 .Theorem, Q acts on GrF G irreducibly. It follows from R 1 Q that
}
w x  . w xR, G F G 1 W, and hence R, G s G. If G is abelian, the result
follows by Fitting's Lemma. If G is nonabelian, the result follows from
Proposition 5.
w  .xIn conclusion we will prove FT, Lemma 4.6 i . As a corollary we give a
 .very short proof of the Witt]Higman Theorem Corollary 5 .
LEMMA 3. Suppose that G s HR, where H is a normal Hall subgroup of
 4  .  4G, H l R s 1 , M is an R-in¨ariant normal subgroup of H. If C R s 1 ,H
 .  4then C R s 1 .Hr M
 4  .Proof. We may assume that M ) 1 . Set LrM [ C R ; thenHr M
LrM is R-invariant. Suppose that M - L. Obviously, RM 1 RL. By
 .  . Lemma 1 a and Frattini's Lemma, RL s RMN R obviously, RL isR L
 < <. .  .p R -separable . It follows from RM - RL that N R ) R. SinceR L
 .  .  4  .  .  4N R s R = C R then 1 - C R F C R s 1 }a contradiction.R L L L H
w  .xPROPOSITION 6 FT, Lemma 4.6 i . Suppose that a Frobenius group
 < < < <.G s KR with kernel K and complement R acts on a group H, G , H s 1.
 .  4If C R s 1 , then K centralizes H.H
Proof. It suffices to prove that K centralizes a Sylow p-subgroup of H
for all primes p. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that
  .H is a p-group see Lemma 1 b ; obviously, the natural semidirect product
 < <. .  .  4HG is p G -separable . It follows from Lemma 3 that C R s 1 .Hr F H .
w x  .By BG, Lemma 3.3 , K centralizes HrF H . Therefore, by Hall's Lemma
 w xabout p9-automorphisms of p-groups see Hu, Satz 3.3.18 , K centralizes
H.
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 w x.COROLLARY 5 Witt]Higman Hi . Let G s KR be a Frobenius group
with sol¨ able kernel K and complement R. Then K is nilpotent.
< <Proof. Suppose that the corollary is true for all groups of order - G .
 .  4Since K is solvable we have Q [ O K ) 1 for some prime p. We mayp
 .assume that O K - K. By induction, KrQ is nilpotent so that Q gp
 .  .Syl K s Syl G . Let H be a p9-Hall subgroup of G such that R - Hp p
 .Schur]Zassenhaus . Then H is a Frobenius group with kernel H l K. It
 .  4  .follows from C R s 1 that K l H centralizes Q Proposition 6 soQ
 .that K s Q = K l H is nilpotent.
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